Abstract. We give a characterization for fundamental groups of graphs of groups amalgamating cyclic edge subgroups to be cyclic subgroup separable if each pair of edge subgroups has a non-trivial intersection. We show that fundamental groups of graphs of abelian groups amalgamating cyclic edge subgroups are cyclic subgroup separable, hence residually finite, if each edge subgroup is isolated in its containing vertex group.
Introduction
Let Γ be a finite graph and let Y be a maximal tree of Γ. The fundamental group G of Γ of groups A v , amalgamating cyclic edge subgroups, is obtained by first taking a tree product A of the A v according to Y and then taking HNN extensions G = A, t 1 , . . . , t n : t −1 i h i t i = k i , i = 1, . . . , n , where all the h i and k i are in the vertex groups A v . Thus fundamental groups of graphs of groups are generalizations of amalgamated free products and HNN extensions of groups. Since the Baumslag-Solitar group a, t : t −1 a 2 t = a 3 is not residually finite [2] , residual properties of HNN extensions or fundamental groups of graphs of groups are difficult to obtain. Recently, Raptis and Varsos [6, 9] considered residual nilpotence and subgroup separability of fundamental groups of graphs of groups when the edge subgroups are of finite index in the containing vertex groups.
A group G is cyclic subgroup separable (briefly, π c ) if, for each pair g, x ∈ G such that g ∈ x , there exists a normal subgroup N of finite index in G (briefly, N ¡ f G) such that g ∈ N x . In this paper, using a characterization (Theorem 2.3 below) for HNN extensions to be π c , we consider the cyclic subgroup separability and residual finiteness of fundamental groups of graphs of groups when the edge subgroups are infinite cyclic.
We construct a fundamental group of a bouquet of two cycles which is not residually finite (Example 2.6) if each pair of edge subgroups has the trivial intersection. However, we give a characterization for fundamental groups of graphs of groups amalgamating cyclic edge subgroups to be π c if each pair of edge subgroups has a non-trivial intersection (Corollary 3.2). On the other hand, we also show that fundamental groups of any graph of abelian groups amalgamating cyclic edge subgroups are cyclic subgroup separable, hence residually finite, if each edge subgroup is isolated in its containing vertex group (Theorem 3.7).
Preliminaries
Let Γ = (V, E) be a graph, where V is a set of vertices and E is a set of edges. To each vertex v in V , we assign a group G v . To each edge e in E, we assign a group G e and monomorphisms α e and β e embedding G e to the vertex groups at the end of e. Then, for a maximal tree T of Γ, the fundamental group of the graph (Γ) of groups G v amalgamating the edge subgroups is defined to be the group generated by the generators and relations of the vertex groups and additional generators t e for each e ∈ E with the additional relations t −1 e (g e α e )t e = g e β e for each g e ∈ G e where t e = 1 if e is an edge of T . Each of G e α e and G e β e is called an edge subgroup in its containing vertex group. It is well-known that the fundamental group of a graph of groups is independent from the choice of the maximal tree [7] . In particular, if the graph Γ is a tree then the fundamental group of Γ of groups A v is called a tree product (see [4] ) of the A v .
Throughout this paper we consider fundamental groups of finite graphs of groups amalgamating infinite cyclic edge subgroups. If the graph Γ is not connected, then the fundamental group of Γ is a free product of fundamental groups of the connected subgraphs of Γ. Since free products of residually finite or π c groups are again residually finite or π c [1] , we only consider the case that the graphs are connected.
We begin with tree products of groups. Proof. It was known by [8, 3] that finitely generated free-by-finite or polycyclic-by-finite groups are weak potent, equivalently regular quotients, and π c . Thus the result follows from Theorem 3.4 in [3] .
As we mentioned in the beginning of the introduction, a fundamental group of a graph of groups amalgamating cyclic edge subgroups is presented by
where A is a tree product for a maximal tree of the graph and where h i , k i are in the vertex groups A v of A. Thus, we need to study the residual property of HNN extensions of groups. The following results in [5] are useful for this purpose.
Definition 2.2. Let A be a group and let h, k ∈ A be of infinite order. Then A is said to be quasi-regular at {h, k} if, for each given integer > 0, there exist an integer λ > 0 and
Theorem 2.3. [5] Let A be π c and let h, k ∈ A be of infinite order. Then the HNN extension A, t : t −1 ht = k is π c if and only if A is quasiregular at {h, k}.
For a finitely generated abelian group A, it is not difficult to see that A is quasi-regular at {h, k} if and only if h ∩ k = 1 or h s = k ±s for some s. Using this, we have the followings: 
The above two results characterized the cyclic subgroup separability and residual finiteness of fundamental groups of a graph of an abelian group if the graph has a vertex and an edge. But if a graph has a vertex and two edges, a bouquet with two cycles, then as in the next example, the fundamental group may not be even residually finite.
Since G is residually finite, there exists N ¡ f G such that g ∈ N and a ∈ N . Let |a| = α and |ab
Thus
Thus G is not residually finite.
We note that, in the above example, G is a fundamental group of a bouquet of two cycles and all pairs of edge subgroups have the trivial intersection and the edge subgroup a 2 b 6 is not isolated in the vertex group A. Thus, in the next section, we consider fundamental groups of graph of groups if the graph has one closed cycle, or if each pair of two edge subgroups has nontrivial intersections, or if each edge subgroup is isolated in its containing vertex group.
Main results
Theorem 3.1. Let A be π c and let
, n is π c if and only if, for each
Proof. We first show that 
. , n, h
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 2.1.
Note that, in the above corollary, h i and k i may not be in the same vertex group.
Corollary 3.3. Let A be finitely generated free-by-finite or polycyclic-by-finite groups. Let h i , k i ∈ A be of infinite order such that h
If a graph Γ has one cycle, a loop or a closed path, then the fundamental group of Γ of groups amalgamating cyclic edge subgroups is presented by G = A, t : t −1 ht = k , where A is a tree product of a maximal tree of Γ. Hence, if h s = k ±s for some s, then G is π c by Theorem 3.1. So, we suppose that h ∩ k = 1. To apply Theorem 2.3, we shall show that A is quasi-regular at {h, k}. In fact, we can show that, for any α, β, there exists N ¡ f A, depending on α, β, such that N ∩ h = h α and N ∩ k = k β . For this, we use an induction on the number of vertex groups of the tree product A.
If A has one vertex, then h, k ∈ Z(A). Since A = A/ h α k β is again a polycyclic-by-finite group, A is residually finite. Hence there Therefore A is quasi-regular at {h, k}, hence G is π c by Theorem 2.3. We note that the conditions, h ∩ k = 1 or h s = k ±s for some s, are best possible, since the Baumslag-Solitar group a, t : t −1 a 2 t = a 3 is not residually finite and the group a, t : t −1 at = a 2 is residually finite by Theorem 2.5. 
Thus G n−1 is quasi-regular at {h n , k n }. Hence G n is π c by Theorem 2.3.
Recall that a subgroup H of G is said to be isolated in G if, for each a ∈ G and n = 0, a n ∈ H implies a ∈ H. Theorem 3.7. Let G be a fundamental group of any graph of finitely generated abelian groups A i amalgamating isolated cyclic edge subgroups. Then G is π c , hence, residually finite. Let G = A, t 1 , . . . , t n : t We note that, in Example 2.6, the edge subgroup a 2 b 6 is not isolated in the free abelian group A = a, b , and the resulting group G is not residually finite.
Proof.

